JupiterOne for AWS Startups + Small Businesses

As your business gets ready to lift off, new operational requirements arise around cybersecurity and compliance that you simply can’t ignore. JupiterOne for AWS Startups + Small Businesses gives you free access to the technology you need to help you along this journey.

Build the foundation for your security program

Your priorities as a startup or small business are centered around building your offering and growing your revenues. But overlooking security and compliance as part of your business strategy can put you at risk of a data breach, a hefty fine, or both. JupiterOne gives you an up-to-date picture of your digital environment in a single, queryable graph and saves you hundreds of hours by automating evidence collection across any security and compliance framework.

Compliance dashboard

Your digital environment status, derived from the relationships mapped across your asset inventory, is plotted with various security and compliance frameworks to give a real-time snapshot of your compliance status.

Simple search

Search your digital environment using questions, JupiterOne’s Query Library, or Query Language to spot vulnerabilities, risks, or gather compliance evidence across your entire digital environment.

Insights dashboard

Build custom reporting dashboards and visualizations using searches and queries. Spot potential issues, stay on the same page with remediation and operational priorities, and visualize your environment in seconds.

Security policy manager

Connect resources and statuses to security policies and procedures created using JupiterOne’s policy builder or CLI. Policies and procedures can be publicly shared and reflect where you’re out of alignment in real time.
Direct integrations
JupiterOne integrates with more than 3-dozen AWS services, as well as more than a dozen security and DevOps tools.

Automated asset inventory
Automatically pull in read-only data via the integrations, or API push, to create a robust, real-time updated inventory of your digital resources and assets. This stretches to users, resources, code repositories, endpoints and more.

Rules and alerts
Create flexible rules that align to vulnerabilities, compliance or policies, then plot the changes in alerts and risks over time using J1’s alerting dashboard.

Relationship visualization
Use Galaxy View to see relationships to spot potential issues. This data is gathered from your integrations and can highlight ownership, access, etc.

Boost every aspect of SecOps
When you understand every single thing in your environment, where it lives, and how each relates to the other, you gain in-depth context that you can use to augment all areas of your security operations, including:
- Incident response
- Vulnerability management
- Identity and access management
- And more

Simplify compliance management
JupiterOne provides out-of-the-box support for all of the major compliance frameworks including:
- SOC2
- HIPAA
- PCI-DSS
- ISO
- NIST
- FedRAMP
- CIS
- and more

JupiterOne also supports custom frameworks and policies to accommodate your specific compliance needs.

Eligibility criteria
Organizations that meet the following criteria receive special JupiterOne Fast Start MPPO pricing through the AWS Marketplace:
- New to JupiterOne
- Up to 75 employees
- Unfunded or funded (up to and including Pre-Seed, Angel, Seed, Debt Finance, and Series A)
- Founded within the last 10 years

Startups and Small Businesses that don’t meet the above criteria may also qualify for discounts.
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